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1.0 Abstract
The worlds of social media and delivery services
have not merged in the past. Both realms are
fraught with issues that have been ignored by
the leaders in those ecosystems. It is not news
that the social media terrain is plagued with
companies that are interested in making insane
profits without caring about their users, and
the same can be said for the delivery industry.
Traditional social media is geared towards
gathering information concerning the users and
selling it off to third parties. Social media users
are forced to see invasive ads, which disrupts
the experience and can be annoying. Many
e-Commerce and Delivery services do not offer
rewards to their clients for patronizing them. All
these and more need to be altered. This is where
AppZaloot comes into its own.

AppZaloot is a new platform that is set to
disrupt social media and delivery share apps,
while injecting some benefits of blockchain
technology. With the aim to provide a more
user-friendly and focused app without imposing
advertising on the users. AppZaloot will change
the social behaviours of its users. AppZaloot
separates and presents essential information to
users, thereby allowing easy flow of information
in a social environment.
But what separates the Zaloots IDO from many
other projects is the fact that our App is already
functional with active users. We are not going to
build something, we already have! We are just
going to make it better!

Primary features that set AppZaloot apart from its competition includes:

Dedicated, separate feeds for
different social interactions (friends,
local networks and influencer
following under the Global feed)

A dedicated, location based
local advertising feed

User rewards program and
referral system

A location based emergency
alert system to keep you and
your family safe Community
program initiatives

Digital payment and wallet
integration

User driven data social
responsibility

Local delivery system
integration
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1.1 Introduction
AppZaloot is a new social media app designed to become the leading platform for all types of users
around the world. It predominantly focuses on the need for localised information surrounding the user.
Today’s common social media platforms are designed to provide generalised, wide ranging information
to the user which can be unwarranted, not useful or irrelevant. AppZaloot aims to solve the common
issues plaguing major social media platforms today.
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Mission
statement

Vision

Aim

Our mission is to
connect and empower
local communities
on a global scale. We
aim to raise the bar
on corporate social
responsibility, leading
by example and giving
back to communities
through the use of our
platform.

To be a global
leader in social
networking by
empowering people
to enhance their local
communities through
our platform, enabling
positive change
towards the common
good of humanity and
our environment.

To attract, educate,
nurture and convert
as many users as
possible. Education,
using high value
content, will be used to
explain the benefits of
AppZaloot to potential
users and how it is
the most usable and
obvious choice in an
already busy world
of apps. Nurturing
will include easy to
understand walk
throughs, videos and
tutorials to ease users
into using AppZaloot
whilst answering
questions as needed.
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1.2 Problems
14% of the time users spend on their smart device is focused on social media, and Facebook has a
large share of that time because of their 1.25 billion mobile monthly active users.
A study by the Chrome team at Google shows that people prefer using mobile apps to scrolling
through mobile websites. Apps account for up to 90% of time spent on a phone and 77% of the time
on tablets. Most of the time spent on apps usually hovers around Facebook or Alphabet owned apps,
according to Apptopia.

Facebook

The biggest social media player and competitor
for AppZaloot is Facebook. Facebook is the
leading social media platform and message
platform that allows users to access features
like group chats, calls and information sharing.
Users can follow others like companies and
influencers. It also contains a marketplace
feature allowing the purchase and sale of used
goods nearby to users.
One of its primary revenue streams is its
advertising. It allows companies to pay
Facebook to place sponsored posts, ads,
images and video, along with continual
‘suggested’ posts amongst the feeds of its
users that meet their advertising criteria.
Unfortunately, this has become one of the pain
points for users, as it constantly bombards
them with advertising in their feeds, replacing
friends’ posts, updates and even followed
profiles. This diminishes the user experience,
leaving them underwhelmed and looking for
alternative applications.

Twitter

Twitter is a popular microblogging platform
used to make small text based updates to
followers. One of the pain points for celebrities
and known followers is the harassing or
unwarranted comments made by other
individuals. It requires users to ignore harassing
comments from trolls. Harassment is a big
issue that has plagued Twitter.
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Next Door

Next Door is a relatively new social media
platform designed around closed communities,
which is verified by user addresses. It fosters
community help and support by allowing
locals to ask questions, post information and
be supportive to others in the post area. Its
revenue is advertising-based.
A snag to this social site is that users need to
wait for formal verification before being allowed
access to community circles. It is only relevant
if you are still in your local community.

Groupon

Groupon relies heavily on merchant payments
to prop up its deals. These deals are often
oversubscribed or hard to claim. Generally,
merchants are left out of pocket when
honouring deals that are not profitable.

Telegram/WhatsApp/WeChat

Telegram, WhatsApp and WeChat are all very
similar messaging and VOIP call apps. One
of the notable features for WhatsApp is its
secure messaging chats and minimalistic
server storage. For Telegram, it has a unique
but useful announcement feature which
allows users to follow an account and receive
updates without directly commenting. However,
there is a discussion option that allows users
to talk about the company/person/profile/
account without directly commenting on the
announcement screen. A notable feature for
WeChat, on the other hand, is the incorporating
paid additions such as games, stickers, and
icons to enrich the user’s experience. Recently,
an advertising model called moments, was
added to various parts of the app.
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1.3 Solutions

Product

AppZaloot has incorporated the benefits of their
competitors, solving the common user issues
and complaints found in various platforms and
combining them along with geo specific controls
to provide a new kind of social media platform.
It will add some of the perks of blockchain
technology into social media and e-Commerce
terrains.

AppZaloot has introduced a social media
platform and soon to be released food delivery
service in conjunction with the launch of
our global loyalty platform. Though it is a
mature market, we will disrupt the space with
blockchain, reward systems, geo specific
technologies and much more.

We will solve the following issues found in
current social media platforms:

A large part of AppZaloot’s food delivery system
may not be disclosed at the moment, but below
are some features we intend to incorporate.

•

Harassing forms of advertising within user
feeds (WeChat, Facebook, Instagram),

•

The merchants (restaurants) will pay far less
commission.

•

Lack of advertising revenue (Whatsapp,
Nextdoor, Telegram),

•

•

Long or arduous approval processes for
community inclusion (Nextdoor),

The customers will earn Zaloots loyalty
rewards for using our service. These
will be fully convertible into Zaloots
tokens at a discount on the daily trading
rate

•

Poorly run advertising schemes which are
not profitable for businesses (Groupon) and

•

We intend to take better care of the delivery
riders/drivers.

•

The need to deal with harassing or unwanted
comments made by users on individual
announcement feeds (Twitter).
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•

Every bit of revenue we earn, a percentage
will go back to local community projects.
The aforementioned measures and a few other
things will not only create a media hype but also
increase the use of our App. The first markets
we will target are Malaysia and the Philippines.
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2.0 Business Model
2.1 Primary features of AppZaloot
Geo-location information

Dedicated Local feed

AppZaloot provides useful geo location
specific information to the users. This includes
information on local venues/places or events
within a user specified area on a map. Users
are able to find out more information including
pictures, reviews, open times, costs, directions
and more. Users are also able to mark places
and events as favourites which can be shared
within social groups of friends.

This feed is a specific location based feed to help
users in the local area. It fosters a community
style approach to information, feedback
and announcements. It allows for liking and
commenting so the most appropriate and useful
information is apparent.

Social profiles
It also includes simple social media aspects to
foster community growth and app usage. This
includes individual, media rich profiles, in app
messaging . Users can share, review and add
places or events as favourites.
Users have the ability to create private or public
group chats and events including location
information if needed.
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Dedicated Global feed
This is a feed for public announcements by
companies/groups/influencers/celebrities and
the like. No comments can be made on posts
made in the feed unless authorised. This feed
is not location specific and will allow the user
to follow and receive updates from anyone they
decide to follow anywhere in the world.

Dedicated friend feed
This is a personal non location specific feed
providing the user with updates specifically
related to their friends. Comments can be made
to help foster two way communications. No
sponsored ads or posts will be seen. In this feed.
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Emergency alerts

Ambassadors program

The app has an emergency alert announcement
feature which can be used by local councils
or Emergency departments to notify users of
impending problems or emergencies which
may require action by its users. This can include
weather problems (fires, storms, flooding, etc.),
localised emergencies (major road accidents,
community alert announcements (missing child)
and more. This will be automatic and will be
available wherever the user travels in the World.

Ambassadors are AppZaloot users, who are
eligible members who have signed up under the
Ambassador program. Ambassadors recruit new
merchants to sign up to the loyalty program.
Every time a loyalty merchant purchases
advertising inside the app, the Ambassador will
receive a % of that cost. Ambassadors can also
benefit from signing new merchants up under
the user referral system.

Advertising feed
AppZaloot features a dedicated advertising feed
designed around geo location. It is designed
to provide location specific advertising from
merchants around the local area targeted to
those who are already in that location.

Community program initiative
A percentage of all advertising revenue, (rewards
revenue and general advertising revenue)
goes into community funds arranged by
postcode/area. In future iterations in the app,
local members can create and vote on useful
community projects for which the funds can be
used. Once a project has been verified, the funds
can be released to support the most popular
project

Wallet payment system
Integrated payment systems including the use
and transferral of crypto systems will become
an integral part of the AppZaloot platform.
This will enable both users and merchants to
make transactions through the app anywhere
in the world using various forms of currencies
including the AppZaloot platform currency
(Zaloots) interchangeably.

The user referral system
Influencers and/or merchants can refer new
users/merchants to the app and will get a
referral payment every time their referrals make
purchases with an AppZaloot loyalty member
through the app.
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Ambassadors have an ongoing commitment to
help train and liaise with merchants to continue
to use the advertising feed so they can benefit
from the advertising campaign referral fees.

The loyalty program
Merchants are given the opportunity to enrol
in the loyalty program when it is launched. If
a merchant is part of the loyalty program, they
will be required to pay a percentage of their
transaction income into the loyalty program
(eg any purchase made with the merchant
through the app whether or not it is directly
from their advertising. These funds will be used
to fund loyalty points payments to AppZaloot
members, AppZaloot company costs and the
payment of AppZaloot member referral fees.
The benefits for merchants include; gaining
the loyalty of AppZaloot users within the area
as repeat customers, further exposure within
the AppZaloot platform and with AppZaloot
users passing through the area and increased
business exposure through further referrals,
ratings and reviews. This loyalty program will
eventually operate globally.

Loyalty Points
Users are encouraged to make purchases
through merchants enrolled in the loyalty
program. When a user makes a purchase
through these merchants, they will receive a %
of the purchase as points into the user’s wallet.
They can then use these points to redeem
for flights on any airline and a wide range of
products and services. Or convert into ZLOOT
tokens at a discount on the daily trading rate.
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2.2 Revenue
Model

2.3 Advert Revenue
Distribution

AppZaloot has crafted a revenue model
with several revenue streams in place to
ensure that the ecosystem continues to
run and create innovations on the way.

AppZaloot was created to serve the
community and that is why it earmarks a part
of its income for community-based projects
in any country it operates in.

Advertising Revenue

Community-Based Projects

AppZaloot’s reach will motivate many local
businesses to advertise their services and
products in the local advertising feed of the
application.

Unlike other social media apps that do
not give back to the local communities,
AppZaloot has created a mechanism to
make sure community-based projects that
will benefit its users are enacted.

Partner Loyalty
AppZaloot will partner with some brands
to offer top-notch services and products to
users. The partnership will leave AppZaloot
with a percentage of the revenue made.
Other ways of raising revenue to run the
app and improve its functionalities will be
disclosed in the future.
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A part of ad revenue will be spent on
active projects in the local community,
and the projects will be picked by the
community. AppZaloot will not be involved
in choosing the project that will be enacted,
as the decision will be left solely with the
community users.
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3.0 Zaloot Token
AppZaloot’s utility token is Zaloot’s, and holders of this token can enjoy the perks and features
available on AppZaloot. It is the utility token of the AppZaloot’s ecosystem, and a tool to community
governance. Zaloot’s is a BEP20 token linked to the Binance Smart Chain.
For transactions done within the AppZaloot multi-level rewards ecosystem, Zaloot’s will be the
payment option. It will allow every user of AppZaloot to earn money based on behaviour and used by
both our users and merchants/advertisers to transact for goods and services.
Upon completion of the IDO, Zaloot’s will be distributed amongst the company founders, pre-sale
buyers and IDO buyers It may be interchangeable with fiat currency and other cryptocurrency listed
on major exchanges.

3.1 How Zaloot’s Will Be Used
Everyone participating in the use of Zaloot’s will
benefit from our multi-level rewards platform.
•
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Incentivizing Advertisers: Advertisers
will be incentivised to spend and accept
Zaloot’s for goods and services. Advertisers
will pay for advertisements in Zaloot’s (or
FIAT currencies) to directly reach AppZaloot
users in their local area, and be incentivized
to become premium members of the
AppZaloot Rewards Program (ARP). They
will also be allowed to promote special
discounts or offers. If an AppZaloot user
participates in the offer, the merchant will
pay a percentage of the transaction cost
as the loyalty payment (like current loyalty
programs) of which a percentage of the
payment will be returned to the customer
in the form of fully transferable Zaloot’s
as a reward for participating in the offer.
AppZaloot shall retain a portion of the fee as
income.

•

Merchants: Merchants will be motivated
to use AppZaloot’s services because of the
potential of meeting a massive number of
prospective buyers. Apart from the above,
they can use a seamless payment option
integrated into the ecosystem that is free
from centralization issues.

•

Customers will be incentivised to transact in
Zaloot’s for goods and services. Those that
have downloaded AppZaloot (the user) will
be able to find merchants who are offering
special deals or incentives in their local area.
If the user participates in the special offer
from an advertiser/rewards program partner
they will receive a reward based on the
purchase price. This reward will be payable
in Zaloot’s and accrues in the user’s account
on a monthly basis.
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3.2 Incentives For The First Users
•

As AppZaloot is launched into the global
market, the first million subscribers will be
offered 50 Zaloot’s tokens for free. This is
one of the many rewards available in the
ecosystem.

•

The first 1000 advertisers (SME’s) in any
country where AppZaloot is present shall be
entitled to 100 Zaloot’s for free after placing
their first ad.

•

Not only will the individual users be able to
find the best deals in their area, they will also
benefit from being rewarded by shopping at
those merchants.

•

The merchants on the other hand will have a
real time opportunity to attract users that are
within their region.

•

The 3-tier program

A celebrity, or anyone with friends or followers
on any social media, can invite friends, family
or followers to download AppZaloot with a
special tracking code. The unique features of
AppZaloot provide a social media platform that
will be appealing to almost anyone that wants
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local knowledge at their fingertips, wherever
they are in the world. If they take advantage
of any advertiser’s goods or services, they will
be rewarded in Zaloots. For every person that
downloads the App from the recommendation,
the original user shall earn a percentage of all
the rewards that the new user earns. As an
added incentive the original user will receive
a small reward from users one level down. By
rewarding AppZaloot users in this way, users can
earn a passive income and participate in growing
the AppZaloot user base. This is not a pyramid
scheme, as it is a widely accepted multi-level
marketing model funded by advertisers. Rewards
are in Zaloots (digital currency) Building a Global
Loyalty Platform AppZaloot is far more than an
exciting downloadable app with lots of unique
features and functions. It is a Global Loyalty
Program, while providing benefits to its users
in their local area or anywhere they travel in the
world.

Incorporating Value Into Zaloot’s
When a virtual payment facility is added to the
App, there will be additional opportunities to
reward users on top of the ARP.
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3.3 Zaloot’s Tokenomics
The Pre-Sale
To fund further development of the App and
the costs associated with the IDO, it is intended
to launch a Keystone level sale followed by a
presale of Zaloots.

Limited Keystone sale 25 000 000
@ 3 cents
10% unlocked upon on listing,
30% unlock 3 months after listing

Token info:

30% unlock 6 months after listing
c

Project name: AppZaloot

30% unlock 9 months after listing

Ticker: ZLOOT
Decimal: 18
Amount: 1,000,000,000

sed
o
l
C
Presale 100 000 000 @ 5 cents
20% unlocked upon on listing,
Linear Unlock 10% per Month till 8 months after
listing

Main sale 375 000 000 @ 10 cents
No locking

10%
Rewards Pool

2.5%
Keystone

5%
Marketing/
Development

10%
Presale

5%
Dex Liquidity

30%
Founders/Team
(12 month
vesting period)
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100%

37.5%
Public
Sale
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4.0 AppZaloot:
A truly exciting social media app with a Global Rewards Programme and global interchangeable crypto
currency with real world uses and demand. This is a game changer in the social media and loyalty
rewards marketplace

4.1 App Functionalities
AppZaloot invested a lot of effort, time, money
and expertise in crafting out the mobile app for
users. It is a location-based social media app
that is seamless to use with top-notch UX/UI
design. Using it is as easy and it is not intrusive
like the typical social media and delivery service
apps. With the app, users are given the keys
to the AppZaloot ecosystem, its underlying
architecture, and the Zaloot’s token.
As a location-based app, it can be tweaked
by the user to offer information about what
is happening from a radius of 1km to 25km.
It is easy to interact with others close by, get
recommendations, ask for help, get jobs, order
from businesses nearby and do much more.
AppZaloot is the overall social media and
e-Commerce app that everyone benefits from.

Local communities
AppZaloot allows people to connect with the
people and places around you in your local area,
which is unseen in other apps out there. Let’s
say a person travels to a new region and wants
to make new friends nearby or attend parties or
events close by, it is made easy with AppZaloot.
Since it is a location-based app, the user can
easily find events and people close by to interact
with.
Travelers and hikers want to get a feel of the new
region they are in, which is made possible with
AppZaloot. Is that all this seamless app offers?
Far from it.
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In the same local community, AppZaloot allows
people to share news and recommendations
with those within their region, while allowing
them to also access real-time information
relevant to them. Is there traffic within their
community? Has a road been blocked for
construction? Is there a police incident occurring
somewhere close? These and more can be
found in AppZaloot’s local community feed and
emergency alert.

Friends Feed With No Advertising
Taking a look at traditional social media sites like
Facebook and Twitter can be frustrating because
of the ads. One can’t scroll through their friend
feed without seeing intrusive ads. An annoying
aspect is that the same ad keeps on coming up
daily. More users have been asking for a social
media app that removes the intrusive ads from
their friends feeds. AppZaloot is here to solve
this problem . In the tailor-made friend feeds,
users are not bothered at all by any ad. They can
easily interact with their friends without worrying
that an ad will pop up and ruin the experience.

Private Friends Feed
AppZaloot offers everyone the opportunity to
create their own personalized friends’ group.
Customization is the watchword here, and users
can tweak their Private Friends Feed to what
they want, and see posts from all their friends.
The good news is that there is no advertising
incorporated into it. We also do not manipulate
what you see
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Emergency Alerts
Having an emergency alert system in an app is
a real benefit because emergencies tend to pop
up regularly. It could save users from getting
involved in an emergency situation when they
leave the house. AppZaloot’s emergency system
alerts you to emergencies within a relevant
radius of your current location. It does not
matter if you are home or in a different part of
the world, AppZaloot will issue emergency alerts
to you in real-time, thereby allowing you to make
decisions. With AppZaloot, users are no longer
in the dark anywhere they go. They can access
reports from trusted local authorities about
Police incidents, Fires, Covid 19, Power outages,
Public transport disruptions, Weather events,
and much more.

Find Events & Places
Truth remains that there may be some hidden
gems close by that offer interesting services
and products that people living in that region
do not know about. Knowledge is power and
the right information makes people initiate
decisions. AppZaloot offers users secret places
that may have been hidden from them. It is
time to kiss goodbye to endless searching for
things to do, places to visit, or food to eat in any
region you find yourself in. It is easy to find that
farmer’s market that you didn’t know existed
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or that awesome restaurant that is tucked
away in a part of town that you don’t know.
Scrolling through AppZaloot allows users to find
everything they need, directly around them, no
matter where they are in the world. Or if you are
looking for something in particular, just ask the
question and the locals can help you.

Messaging & Group chat
Having AppZaloot on one’s device allows users
to easily interact with their friends no matter
where they are in the world. Creating or joining
a private or group chat is as easy, as AppZaloot
makes the process seamless.

Rewards & Cashback
AppZaloot is a community app designed for the
community and by the community. Everything
that is designed in the app was made with the
community in mind. There is hardly any social
media and delivery app in existence that offers
rewards and offers to its users like AppZaloot.
Users are rewarded for shopping locally,
wherever they are. It is easy for them to take
advantage of special discounted deals while
receiving rewards from our loyalty partners.
The referral reward system is an element that
keeps on rewarding people every time their
referral makes a purchase using AppZaloot.
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4.2 The Dedicated Social Feeds
Once Social media platforms were created, some recurring issues started to evolve, and ever since
then, these problems have been ignored by traditional social media apps.
AppZaloot has created an app that allows users to keep their information in order. It is a solution to
everyone’s social media needs, taking out the clogged feeds that were once full of advertising. Users
can embrace the simple feeds they prefer, allowing them to receive the content they want.

Private Friends’ Feed
Imagine a social media app with a crypto
attached to it that allows users to easily connect
with their friends anywhere in the world with a
major difference, there are no ads anywhere in
your personal feed

Local Feed
It is easy for people to think they know every
aspect of their local area, but sometimes there
are some awesome restaurants, bars, markets,
grocery stores and other enterprises that may be
hidden away and known by only a few locals. For
those that love to travel and explore regions, an
app like AppZaloot needs to be part of your day.
Imagine going to London and asking the locals
the best place to eat, meeting new people
around you and generally feeling a part of the
local community. This can happen anywhere
you travel in the world.

Global Feed
As much as localization is important, there is
a third feed in AppZaloot that allows users to
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know what is happening with the people and
organisations that they are interested in. Simply
follow your favorite celebrity/ influencer, sporting
club, charity etc and you will be constantly
updated.

Local Advertising Feed.
This feed is in a different part of the app and
is not forced on users. It does not come up on
one’s local, global or private friends’ feed, and is
solely accessed once the user scrolls to the local
advertising feed. The ads seen here are based
on one’s interests and can be tweaked. Want to
paint the town red and look for awesome places
to visit in your region? AppZaloot can help. Users
can find out information about accommodation,
entertainment, restaurant and bars, trades,
groceries, and other local businesses. Want to
find when a grocery store is offering discount
offers or a baker has excess bread to sell at
half price? These and more can be found in the
AppZaloot local advertising feed.
Local businesses are allowed to advertise their
products and services in this feed, thereby
allowing those close by to know what they may
have on offer or even a special deal.
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4.3 In app community environment
The AppZaloot app can be broken down into
4 primary demographics: Users (majority),
Merchants, celebrity/influencers and Emergency
departments.

Users:
AppZaloot is designed primarily for users
to gain localised community information
and socialisation with friends along with the
capitalisation of merchants offering advertising
of special deals and services, with the added
benefit of localised emergency information and
alerts. Keeping you “In the know wherever you
go”

Merchants:
Merchants are given the opportunity to pay
for advertising on App Zaloot to gain exposure
to the AppZaloot user base inside a given
geolocation radius.
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This exposure helps AppZaloot users find the
location of their businesses whilst informing
them of possible sales, specials and the like.

Celebrities/influencers clubs etc:
Can promote to their followers and communicate
on a regular basis, allowing for a seamless flow
of information and interaction as well as the
opportunity to keep their followers updated on
any upcoming events, gig’s or promotions.

Emergency Departments:
Emergency departments can use the app as a
free channel for specific information distribution.
If an emergency occurs in a region, the local
authorities can easily disperse information about
it, and offer suggestions to residents on how to
stay safe.
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5.0 Community Management:
Our Pledges
AppZaloot was created to serve the needs of people with transparency as one of its primary
principles.

Our Pledges
•

We pledge to maintain fair and equitable practices for all stakeholders.

•

We will always consider the impact of our corporate decisions and put people before profits.

•

We don’t allow advertising in any personal feeds.

•

We pledge to uphold and promote high ethical standards. Inclusion. Diversity.

•

We will practice and promote the highest environmental standards for our planet.

•

We will always share a portion of our profit towards projects in the communities we are active in.

•

We pledge to promote compassion, not greed, to benefit the many, not the few.

•

We strive to put the human back in humanity and unity back in community.

•

We will always adhere to the strictest privacy policies.
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6.0 Partnerships
AppZaloot intends to enter into partnerships with a myriad of groups, brands, governments and
individuals to push the incredible functionalities of this ecosystem to more users.

6.1 AppZaloot Ambassador Program:
Expansion Plan
Using a dedicated PR campaign and our unique
referral system, AppZaloot has just launched into
the Philippine market This will be followed by a
soft launch in Australia.. On the 1st of August
we will launch in the rest of central and SE Asia.
After that, AppZaloot will roll out its incredible
services in other parts of the world starting in
Europe from this August 2021.
With the unique AppZaloot referral and rewards
system, exponential app growth will occur
organically because users can earn referral
rewards from their actions.
Platform growth is broken down into user and
merchant acquisition. Merchants can become
ambassadors for the app and recruit users to
capitalise on the referral system. Doing this gives
their businesses extra income from exposure to
AppZaloot users and passive income from their
AppZaloot referrals.
Some important partners that will be involved
are:

Marketing Experts
AppZaloot is partnering with the best in
marketing of social media and blockchain based
platforms globally. The media partnership has
led to AppZaloot getting great attention in the
Philippines so far. AppZaloot is about to partner
with influencers- macro and micro- to roll out a
user and merchant acquisition program, this will
be followed in Indonesia, India and other parts of
SE Asia shortly. The team behind AppZaloot is
actively involved in media roundtable events and
promotions that are set to drive downloads.
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Merchants
The incredible features that accrue to merchants
that partner with AppZaloot is a place for
merchants that want to reach a large number
of potential clients. A groundbreaking aspect
of this ecosystem is that merchants can create
localized ads that will target those that fall within
a local area. This means that the ads will not be
seen by those that will be unable to patronize
them because of distance. Customization is a
key aspect of this app.

Non-Profit Organizations
A lot of community-based projects will
benefit from AppZaloot giving back from the
revenue it generates within that community.
The community members will decide on what
projects will be funded.

Local Governments
AppZaloot is a community-based platform,
it will offer services that benefit the local
community. Local governments and authorities
will be able to easily use AppZaloot to pass
information to those within the local area and of
course this is free of charge.

www.appzaloot.com

Roadmap
Current, ongoing development of Food delivery and Loyalty components of the App. Ongoing
improvements and translation into multiple languages. Keystone Zaloot sale for a limited period.
Mid July launch of influencer and merchant acquisition campaigns in the Philippines. Release of
Presale of Zaloots.

Ongoing influencer promotion in
Philippines.

August

September

October, testing of Food delivery
and loyalty platforms. Ongoing
recruitment of key staff in
selected regions.

October

November/
December,

Q1 2022, launch on 3 crypto
trading exchanges. App launch in
multiple countries and ongoing
translation of the App. Release of
food delivery and loyalty program
in selected markets.

November/December, launch of
Airdrop campaign opening of
the App for worldwide
download

Q1
2022

Q2
2022
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Press and marketing for our
Token-sale,ongoing
developement of the App

Q2 2022, consolidation
of markets and ongoing
development of new
components to the AppZaloot
platform.

www.appzaloot.com

Meet Our Team

Max Thomas, CEO,
and Founder, Head
of Global
marketing, Based in
Europe and SE Asia

Julius Marvin San Pascual,
Bachelor of Applied science
(BASc) In web and Application
Development.
Head of development and
training of technical staff. Based
in Manila, Philippines.

Erik Penris , Bachelor of
Science Psychology, Master
of Science in Economics.
Advisor on “Economic
Development and Regulation”
Based in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.

Daniel Waters, Bachelor
of Computer science and
Certified Information system
security professional (CISSP)
Advisor on Cybersecurity
Based in New York USA

Samantha Balinado
Marketing and Influencer
coordinator Philippines.
Based in Manila Philippines

Simon Watson, MBA
Marketing,
Commercial advisor on
marketing, media, and PR
communications, Australia
and New Zealand. Based in
Brisbane Australia.

Advisors
Token Minds
Blockchain Advisory

Ada Ortega
Head of Growth, Public
Relations and Media
Philippines.
Based in Manila Philippines.
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Leading Singapore- based blockchain advisory that has
helped numerous projects execute successful IEOs.
Notable projects that Token Minds have helped launch
include Bezant and Celsius, among others.
Website: tokenminds.co

www.appzaloot.com

Disclaimers
THIS WHITEPAPER SHALL NOT BE TREATED AS AND SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO CONSTITUTE ANY KIND OF FINANCIAL,
INVESTMENT, COMMODITY TRADING, LEGAL, TAX OR ANY OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. ANY FIGURES, FORECASTS
PROVIDED IN THIS WHITEPAPER SHALL BE CONSIDERED AS ASSUMPTIONS ONLY, MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND
SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF FUTURE AppZaloot’S PERFORMANCE.
ANY COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SERVICES, PRODUCTS OR BUSINESSES ARE MADE FOR INFORMATION PURPOSE ONLY
AND ARE BASED ON THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION, REVIEWS, PUBLICATIONS DERIVED FROM PUBLIC SOURCES. AppZaloot
HAS PREPARED THIS WHITEPAPER BASED ON INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO IT, INCLUDING INFORMATION DERIVED FROM
PUBLIC SOURCES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, IS PROVIDED IN RELATION TO THE FAIRNESS, ACCURACY, CORRECTNESS, COMPLETENESS OR RELIABILITY OF
THE INFORMATION, OPINIONS OR CONCLUSIONS EXPRESSED HEREIN.
NOTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER SHALL BE DEEMED TO CONSTITUTE A PROSPECTUS OF ANY SORT, A SOLICITATION FOR
INVESTMENT OR INVESTMENT ADVICE NOR DOES IT IN ANY WAY PERTAIN TO AN OFFERING OR A SOLICITATION OF AN
OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION. ZLOOT TOKEN IS NOT AND SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED AS MONEY
OR ELECTRONIC MONEY.
PURCHASERS OF ZLOOT TOKENS TAKE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY RESTRICTIONS AND RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH
RECEIVING AND HOLDING SUCH TOKENS. WHEN PURCHASING DIGITAL TOKENS THERE IS AN INHERENT RISK THAT
PURCHASERS MAY LOSE ALL AMOUNTS PAID. PURCHASING ZLOOT TOKEN ENTAILS A NUMBER OF RISKS CONCERNING ITS
VALUATION, SAFEKEEPING AND CONTINUOUS ACCESS TO TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE (ACCESS TO INTERNET, ONLINE
EXCHANGE ACCOUNT, ETC.).
PURCHASERS OF ZLOOT TOKENS EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE ONLY EXPECTATION THEY SHOULD HAVE WHILE
HOLDING AND USING ZLOOT TOKENS IS THE EXPECTATION THAT ZLOOT TOKENS CAN BE USED AS FOR PARTICIPATING IN
AppZaloot’S LOYALTY AND REWARD PROGRAMS, PURCHASING GOOD OR SERVICES WITHIN THE APPLICATION FROM THIRD
PARTIES AND VOTING ON LOCAL PROPOSALS.
AppZaloot DOES NOT ALLOW TO PARTICIPATE IN ITS TOKEN SALE INDIVIDUALS OR ENTITIES THAT ARE PERMANENT
RESIDENTS (OR ESTABLISHED AT): DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN, PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OR THAT ARE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, OR THAT ARE REPRESENTATIVES OF SUCH NAMED PERSONS.
SOME TRADING FUNCTIONALITY ACCESSIBLE THROUGH AN APPLICATION OR A PLATFORM MAY BE PROVIDED BY
DECENTRALIZED PROTOCOLS OR THIRD PARTIES, IN THIS INSTANCE AppZaloot WILL ACT ONLY AS A TECHNICAL GATEWAY
TO INTERACT DIRECTLY WITH SUCH DECENTRALIZED PROTOCOLS OR THIRD PARTIES.
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www.appzaloot.com

Contact Us
Info@appzaloot.com

www.appzaloot.com

